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We prove a new inequality for the asymptotic dimension of HNN-extensions. We
deduce that the asymptotic dimension of every finitely generated one-relator group is
at most two, confirming a conjecture of A Dranishnikov. As corollaries we calculate
the exact asymptotic dimension of right-angled Artin groups and we give a new upper
bound for the asymptotic dimension of fundamental groups of graphs of groups.
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1 Introduction

In 1993, M Gromov introduced the notion of the asymptotic dimension of metric spaces
(see [12]) as an invariant of finitely generated groups. It can be shown that if two
metric spaces are quasi-isometric then they have the same asymptotic dimension. The
asymptotic dimension asdimX of a metric space X is defined by: asdimX � n if and
only if, for every R>0, there exists a uniformly bounded covering U of X such that the
R–multiplicity of U is smaller than or equal to nC 1 (ie every R–ball in X intersects
at most nC1 elements of U). There are many equivalent ways to define the asymptotic
dimension of a metric space. It turns out that the asymptotic dimension of an infinite
tree is 1 and the asymptotic dimension of En is n.
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In 1998, the asymptotic dimension achieved particular prominence in geometric group
theory after the publication of a paper of Guoliang Yu (see [24]) which proved the
Novikov higher signature conjecture for manifolds whose fundamental group has finite
asymptotic dimension. Unfortunately, not all finitely presented groups have finite
asymptotic dimension. For example, Thompson’s group F has infinite asymptotic
dimension since it contains Zn for all n. However, we know for many classes of groups
that they have finite asymptotic dimension. For instance, hyperbolic, relative hyper-
bolic, mapping class groups of surfaces and one-relator groups have finite asymptotic
dimension (see G Bell and A Dranishnikov [3], Bestvina, Bromberg and Fujiwara [6],
Osin [18] and D Matsnev [17]). The exact computation of the asymptotic dimension of
groups or finding the optimal upper bound is more delicate. Another remarkable result
is that of Buyalo and Lebedeva (see [7]), where in 2006 they established the equality,
for hyperbolic groups,

asdimG D dim @1GC 1:

The inequalities of Bell and Dranishnikov (see [2; 9]) play a key role in finding an
upper bound for the asymptotic dimension of groups. However, in some cases the
upper bounds that the inequalities of Bell and Dranishnikov provide us are quite far
from being optimal. An example is the asymptotic dimension of one-relator groups.

We prove some new inequalities that can be a useful tool for the computation of
the asymptotic dimension of groups. As an application we give the optimal upper
bound for the asymptotic dimension of one-relator groups which was conjectured by
Dranishnikov. As a further corollary we calculate the exact asymptotic dimension of any
right-angled Artin group (Theorem 1.2) — this has been proven earlier by N Wright [23]
by different methods.

The first inequality and one of the main results we prove is the following:

Theorem 1.1 Let G�N be an HNN-extension of the finitely generated group G
over N . Then

asdimG�N �maxfasdimG; asdimN C 1g:

Next, we calculate the asymptotic dimension of the right-angled Artin groups. To be
more precise, let � be a finite simplicial graph. We denote by A.�/ the right-angled
Artin group (RAAG) associated to the graph � . We set

Sim.�/Dmaxfn W � contains the 1–skeleton of the standard .n�1/–simplex �n�1g:

Then by applying Theorem 1.1 we obtain the following:
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Theorem 1.2 Let � be a finite simplicial graph. Then

asdimA.�/D Sim.�/:

In 2005, Bell and Dranishnikov (see [4]) gave a proof that the asymptotic dimension of
one-relator groups is finite and also gave an upper bound, namely the length of the relator
plus one. LetGDhS jri be a finitely generated one-relator group such that jr jDn. Then

asdimG � nC 1:

To prove this upper bound, Bell and Dranishnikov used an inequality for the asymptotic
dimension of HNN-extensions; see [2]. In particular, let G be a finitely generated
group and let N be a subgroup of G. Then

asdimG�N � asdimGC 1:

In 2006, Matsnev (see [17]) proved a sharper upper bound for the asymptotic dimension
of one-relator groups: if G D hS j ri is a one-relator group, then

asdimG �
˙
1
2

length.r/
�
:

Here by dae (a 2R) we denote the minimal integer greater than or equal to a.

Applying Theorem 1.1, we answer a conjecture of Dranishnikov (see [8]) giving the
optimal upper bound for the asymptotic dimension of one-relator groups.

Theorem 1.3 Let G be a finitely generated one-relator group. Then

asdimG � 2:

We note that R C Lyndon (see [14]) has shown that the cohomological dimension of
a torsion-free one-relator group is smaller than or equal to 2. Our result can be seen
as a large-scale analog of this. We note that the large-scale geometry of one-relator
groups can be quite complicated; for example, one-relator groups can have very large
isoperimetric functions; see eg Platonov [19].

It is worth noting that L Sledd showed that the Assouad–Nagata dimension of any
finitely generated C 0

�
1
6

�
group is at most two; see [20].

Theorem 1.3 combined with the results of M Kapovich and B Kleiner (see [13]) leads
us to a description of the boundary of hyperbolic one-relator groups.

We determine also the one-relator groups that have asymptotic dimension exactly
two. We prove that every infinite finitely generated one-relator group G that is not a
free group or a free product of a free group and a finite cyclic group has asymptotic
dimension equal to 2 (Proposition 3.5). We obtain the following:
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Corollary Let G be finitely generated freely indecomposable one-relator group which
is not cyclic. Then

asdimG D 2:

Moreover, we describe the finitely generated one-relator groups:

Corollary Let G be a finitely generated one-relator group. Then one of the following
is true:

(i) G is finite cyclic , and asdimG D 0.

(ii) G is a nontrivial free group or a free product of a nontrivial free group and a
finite cyclic group , and asdimG D 1.

(iii) G is an infinite freely indecomposable not cyclic group or a free product of a
nontrivial free group and an infinite freely indecomposable not cyclic group , and
asdimG D 2.

Using Theorem 1.1 and an inequality of Dranishnikov about the asymptotic dimension
of amalgamated products (see [9]) we obtain a more general theorem for the asymptotic
dimension of fundamental groups of graphs of groups:

Theorem 1.4 Let .G; Y / be a finite graph of groups with vertex groups fGv W v 2 Y 0g
and edge groups fGe W e 2 Y 1Cg. Then

asdim�1.G; Y;T /� max
v2Y 0;e2Y 1

C

fasdimGv; asdimGeC 1g:

Using the previous theorem, we can obtain, for example, that the asymptotic dimension
of a graph of surface groups (with genus� 2) with free edge groups is two. Theorem 1.4
says that the asymptotic dimension doesn’t jump as long as there exists a vertex group
with asymptotic dimension greater than the asymptotic dimension of any edge group.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove the inequality for the
asymptotic dimension of HNN-extensions. In Section 2.1 we compute the asymptotic
dimension of RAAGs. Next, in Section 3 we give the optimal upper bound for the
asymptotic dimension of one-relator groups. In Section 3.1 we describe the one-relator
groups with asymptotic dimension 0, 1 and 2. In Section 4 a new upper bound for the
asymptotic dimension of graphs of groups is obtained.

Acknowledgments I would like to thank Panos Papasoglu for his valuable advice
during the development of this research work. I owe my deepest gratitude to anonymous
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referee(s) for their time spent reviewing this article. I would also like to offer my special
thanks to Mark Hagen and Richard Wade for their very useful comments.

2 Asymptotic dimension of HNN-extensions

Let X be a metric space and U a covering of X . We say that the covering U is d–
bounded or d–uniformly bounded if supU2UfdiamU g � d . The Lebesgue number
L.U/ of the covering U is

L.U/D supf� W if A�X with diamA� � then there exists U 2 U such that A�U g:

We recall that the order ord.U/ of the cover U is the smallest number n (if it exists) such
that each point of the space belongs to at most n sets in the cover. For a metric space X ,
we say that .r; d/–dimX � n if, for r > 0, there exists a d–bounded cover U of X with
ord.U/� nC 1 and with Lebesgue number L.U/ > r . We refer to such a cover as an
.r; d/–cover of X . The following proposition is due to Bell and Dranishnikov (see [2]):

Proposition 2.1 For a metric space X , asdimX � n if and only if there exists a
function d.r/ such that .r; d.r//–dimX � n for all r > 0.

We recall that the family Xi of subsets of X satisfies the inequality asdimXi � n

uniformly if, for every R > 0, there exists a D–bounded covering Ui of Xi with
R–mult.Ui /� nC 1 for every i . For the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 see [1].

Theorem 2.2 (infinite union theorem) Let X D
S
a Xa be a metric space where the

family fXag satisfies the inequality asdimXa � n uniformly. Suppose further that , for
every r >0, there is a subset Yr �X with asdimYr �n, so that d.XanYr ; XbnYr/� r
whenever Xa ¤Xb . Then asdimX � n.

Theorem 2.3 (finite union theorem) For every metric space presented as a finite
union X D

S
i Xi ,

asdimX DmaxfasdimXig:

A partition of a metric space X is a presentation as a union X D
S
i Wi such that

Int.Wi /\ Int.Wj /D¿ whenever i ¤ j . We denote by @Wi the topological boundary
of Wi and by Int.Wi / the topological interior. We have that @W \ Int.W /D¿. The
boundary can be written as

@Wi D fx 2X W d.x;Wi /D d.x;X nWi /D 0g:

For the proof of the following theorem see [9]:
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Theorem 2.4 (partition theorem) Let X be a geodesic metric space. Suppose that for
every R > 0 there is d > 0 and a partition X D

S
i Wi with asdimWi � n uniformly

in i and such that .R; d/–dim
�S

i @Wi
�
� n� 1, where @Wi is taken with the metric

restricted from X . Then asdimX � n.

LetG be a finitely generated group,N a subgroup ofG and � WN!G a monomorphism.
We set G DG�N , the HNN-extension of G over the subgroup N with respect to the
monomorphism �. We fix a finite generating set S for the group G. Then the set
SDS[ft; t�1g is a finite generating set for the groupG and we setC.G/DCay.G; S/,
its Cayley graph.

Normal forms for HNN-extensions There are two types of normal forms for HNN-
extensions: the right normal form and the left normal form. We use both.

Right normal form Let SN and S�.N/ be sets of representatives of right cosets of
G=N and of G=�.N /, respectively. Then every w 2 G has a unique normal form
wD gt�1s1t

�2s2 � � � t
�ksk where g 2G, �i 2 f�1; 1g, if �i D 1 then si 2SN , if �i D�1

then si 2 S�.N/, and if si D 1 then �i�iC1 > 0. We say that the length of the right
normal form of w is k.

Left normal form Let NS and �.N/S be sets of representatives of left cosets of
G=N and of G=�.N /, respectively. Then every w 2 G has a unique normal form
w D s1t

�1s2t
�2 � � � skt

�kg where g 2 G, �i 2 f�1; 1g, if �i D 1 then si 2�.N/ S , if
�i D�1 then si 2N S , and if si D 1 then �i�1�i > 0. We say that the length of the left
normal form of w is k.

We observe that the lengths of the right and the left normal form of an element coincide,
and denote this length by l.w/.

Convention When we write a normal form we mean the right normal form, unless
otherwise stated.

The group G D G�N acts on its Bass–Serre tree T . There is a natural projection
� WG�N ! T defined by the action: �.g/D gG.

Lemma 2.5 The map � WG! T extends to a simplicial map from the Cayley graph ,
� W C.G; S/! T , which is 1–Lipschitz.

Proof Let g 2 G and s 2 S . Then the vertex g is mapped to the vertex �.g/ D
�.gs/DgG. If s2S , then the edge Œg; gs� is mapped to the vertex �.g/D�.gs/DgG.
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G

xG

G

x

�

Figure 1: An illustration of the projection � W C.G; S/! T .

If s 2 ft; t�1g, without loss of generality we may assume that s D t , and so the edge
Œg; gs� is mapped to the edge Œ�.g/; �.gs/�D ŒgG; gtG� of T .

We observe that the simplicial map � W C.G/! T is 1–Lipschitz.

The base vertex G separates T into two parts, T� nG and TC nG, where

��1.TC/Dfw2G W if wDgt�1s1t
�2s2 � � � t

�ksk is the normal form of w then �1D1g

and similarly

��1.T�/

D fw 2G W if w D gt�1s1t
�2s2 � � � t

�ksk is the normal form of w then �1 D�1g:

We note that both TC nG and T� nG are unions of connected components of T and
��1.TC/ and ��1.T�/ are unions of connected components of C.G/. See Figure 2
for an illustration of T� and TC.

G

TCT�

tt�1

Figure 2: An illustration of TC and T�.
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G

u

T u

G

u

Bu2

Figure 3: Left: an illustration of T u. Right: an illustration of Bur , where r D 2.

We consider the Bass–Serre tree T as a metric space with the simplicial metric Nd . If Y
is a graph, we denote by Y 0 or V.Y / the vertices of Y . For u2T 0 we denote by juj the
distance to the vertex with label G. We note that the distance of the vertex wG from G

in the Bass–Serre tree T equals the length l.w/ of the normal form of w, jwGj D l.w/.

We recall that a full subgraph of a graph � is a subgraph formed from a subset of
vertices V and from all of the edges that have both endpoints in the subset V . If A is
a subgraph of � we define the edge closure E.A/ of A to be the full subgraph of �
formed from V.A/. Obviously, V.E.A//D V.A/.

We fix some notation on the Bass–Serre tree T and on the Cayley graph.

In the tree T We denote by BTr the r–ball in T centered at G (r 2 N). There is
a partial order on vertices of T defined by setting v � u if and only if v lies in the
geodesic segment ŒG; u� joining the base vertex G with u. For u 2 T 0 of nonzero level
(ie u¤G) and r > 0, we set

T u DE.fv 2 T 0 W u� vg/; Bur DE.fv 2 T
u
W jvj � jujC rg/:

For every vertex u 2 T 0 represented by a coset guG, we have Bur D guB
T
r \T

u. We
also observe that Bur DE.fv 2 T

u W Nd.v; u/� rg/. See Figure 3 for an illustration of
the sets T u and Bur

In the Cayley graph For R 2N, let

MR D fg 2G W dist.g;N [�.N //DRg:

Letting uD guG, we set Mu
R D guMR \�

�1.T u/. We observe that �.Mu
R/ � B

u
R

since � is 1–Lipschitz.

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 23 (2023)
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G

ER

G

MR

Figure 4: Left: an illustration of ER. Right: an illustration of MR.

Letting uD guG, we set ER DE
�
NR.N [�.N //

�
and

EuR D guER \�
�1.T u/:

Obviously, Mu
R �E

u
R � �

�1.BuR).

Convention We associate every u 2 T 0 to an element gu 2G such that

(i) uD guG, and

(ii) if the left normal form of gu is s1t�1s2t
�2 � � � skt

�kg then g D 1G .

We see that in this way we may define a bijective map from T 0 to the set GT which
consists of the elements of G such that conditions (i) and (ii) hold.

Proposition 2.6 If 4 < 4R � r and the distinct vertices u; u0 2 T 0, satisfy juj; ju0j 2
fnr W n 2Ng, then

d.Mu
R;M

u0

R /� 2R:

Proof We distinguish two cases. See the left and right parts of Figure 5 for cases 1
and 2, respectively.

Case 1 (juj ¤ ju0j) Recall that every path  in C.G/ projects to a path �./ in the
tree T . Then, since

Mu
R D guMR \�

�1.T u/� ��1.BuR/; Mu0

R D gu0MR \�
�1.T u

0

/� ��1.Bu
0

R /

and � is 1–Lipschitz,

d.Mu
R;M

u0

R /�
Nd.BuR; B

u0

R /� r �R � 3R:

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 23 (2023)
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G

M u
R

MR

guG

r

G

M u
R

guG

M u0

R

gu0G

r

Figure 5: Left: an illustration of Case 1 of Proposition 2.6, where u0 D G.
Right: an illustration of Case 2 of Proposition 2.6.

Case 2 (juj D ju0j with u¤ u0) Denote by �0 the last vertex of the common geodesic
segment ŒG; �0� of the geodesics ŒG; u� and ŒG; u0�. Observe that Nd.u; �0/; Nd.u0; �0/�1.
Let x 2Mu

R, y 2Mu0

R and let  be a geodesic from x to y. Then the path �./ passes

G

Q2

G

��1.B2/

Figure 6: Left: an illustration of Qm, for mD 2 (Proposition 2.8). We note
that Qm D V.��1.Br //. Right: an illustration of ��1.Br /, where r D 2.
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through the vertices u, u0 and �0, so the geodesic  intersects both gu.N [�.N // and
gu0.N [�.N //. Hence

d.x; y/� dist
�
x; gu.N [�.N //

�
C dist

�
y; gu0.N [�.N //

�
C length.Œ�0; u0�/

C length.Œ�0; u�/

�RCRC 2D 2.RC 1/:

For w 2 G�N , we denote by kwk the distance from w to 1G in the Cayley graph
Cay.G; S/.

Lemma 2.7 Let w D gt�1s1t
�2s2 � � � t

�ksk be the normal form of w. Then

kwk � d.sk; N / if �k D 1 and kwk � d.sk; �.N // if �k D�1:

Proof Without loss of generality we assume that �k D 1. Let

w D

� m0Y
i0D1

si0

�
t�1

� m1Y
i1D1

si1

�
t�2 � � � t

� mkY
ikD1

sik

�
be a shortest presentation of w in the alphabet S (we note that sij … ft; t

�1g). We setQmj

ijD1
sij D gj for every j 2 f1; : : : ; kg. Then wD gt�1g1t

�2s2 � � � tgk Dw0tgk . The
first step when we rewrite w in normal form starting from the previous presentation is
to write gk D nsk (where n 2N ). Then

kwk � kgkk D knskk D d.nsk; 1/D d.sk; n
�1/� d.sk; N /:

We note that there exists an amalgamated product analog of the following proposition,
proved by Dranishnikov in [9]:

Proposition 2.8 Suppose that asdimG � n. Let

Qm D fw 2G W l.w/�mg:

Then asdimQm � n, for every m 2N.

Proof We set P� D fw 2G W l.w/D �g. It is enough to show that asdimP� � n, for
every � 2N. Indeed, since

Qm D

m[
iD0

Pi ;

by the finite union theorem we obtain that asdimQm � n.

Claim For � 2N we have asdimP� � n.

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 23 (2023)
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Proof We use induction on �. We have P0 DG, so asdimP0 � n. We observe that
P� � P��1tG [P��1t

�1G. Using the finite union theorem it suffices to show that
asdim.P�\P��1tG/� n and asdim.P�\P��1t�1G/� n; we show the first.

To show that asdimP�\P��1tG � n, we use the infinite union theorem. For r > 0
we set Yr D P��1tNr.N /. We claim that

Yr �NrC1.P��1/:

Indeed, if z 2Yr then zD z0tz1, where z0 2P��1 and z1 2Nr.N /. Since z1 2Nr.N /,
there exists n 2N with d.n; z1/� r. So z D z0tnn�1z1 D z0�.n/tn�1z1, and

d.z; P��1/� d.z; z0�.n//D ktn
�1z1k � ktkCkt

�1z1k � 1C r:

Hence Yr and P��1 are quasi-isomorphic, so asdimYr � n.

We consider the family xtG where x 2 P��1. For xtG ¤ ytG, we have

d.xtG nYr ; ytG nYr/D d.xtg; yth/D kg
�1t�1x�1ythk;

where g; h2GnNr.N /. The first step when we rewrite g�1t�1x�1yth in normal form
is to make the substitution hD nsk , where n 2N and sk 2 SN , so g�1t�1x�1ythD
g�1t�1x�1y�.n/tsk . Since h 2G nNr.N /, we have kskk D kn�1hk � d.h;N /� r .

By Lemma 2.7 we obtain that kg�1t�1x�1y�.n/tskk � kskk � r .

Finally, by observing that xtG and G are isometric, we deduce that asdim.xtG/� n
uniformly. Since all the conditions of the infinite union theorem hold,

asdim.P�\P��1tG/� n

for every � 2N.

We observe that E.Qm/D ��1.BTm/ and Qm DG \��1.BTm/.

For w 2G, we set T w D T �.w/, where �.w/D wG.

We note that there was an attempt to prove the following theorem in [16], however,
there is a gap in that proof. We give a few details about this gap right after the proof of
Theorem 2.9.

Theorem 2.9 Let G�N be an HNN-extension of the finitely generated group G
over N . Then

asdimG�N �maxfasdimG; asdimN C 1g:

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 23 (2023)
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G

Vr

Figure 7: An illustration of Vr .

Proof Let nDmaxfasdimG; asdimN C1g. We denote by � WC.G; S/! T the map
of Lemma 2.5. We recall that we denote by l.g/ the length of the normal form of g.

We use the partition theorem (Theorem 2.4). LetR; r 2N be such thatR>1 and r >4R.

We set

Ur DE

��
��1.BTr�1/\E

�
fg 2G W d.g;N [�.N //�Rg

��
[

� [
u2@BT

r

EuR

��
;

where EuR D guE
�
NR.N [�.N //

�
\��1.T u/. We recall that

MR D fg 2G W d.g;N [�.N //DRg:

Let AR be the collection of the edges between the elements of MR �Ur . We have that
AR � Ur . We define Vr to be the set obtained by removing the interior of the edges of
AR from Ur . Formally,

Vr D Ur n finterior.e/ W e 2 ARg:

See Figure 7 for an illustration of Vr . We observe that Ur and Vr are subgraphs of
C.G/, @Ur D @Vr and Vr \G DUr \G. Obviously,

S
u2@BT

r
EuR � Vr . We also have

Vr\GD
�
G\��1.BTr�1/\E

�
fg 2G W d.g;N [�.N //�Rg

��
[

�
G\

[
u2@BT

r

EuR

�
:

To be more precise, Vr \G consists of those wx 2G such that d.w;N [�.N //�R
and, if wD g0t�1g1 � � � t

�kgk is the normal form of w, then either k � r�1, or gk D 1
and k D r , while, if x ¤ 1, then k D r , gk D 1 and d.x;N [�.N //�R.

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 23 (2023)
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For every vertex u 2 T 0 satisfying juj 2 fnr W n 2Ng, we define

V ur D guVr \�
�1.T u/:

Obviously, the sets V ur are subgraphs of C.G/ and V ur ª G. We observe that Vr �
��1.BTrCR/, so V ur ��

�1.BurCR/. Obviously, for every h such that hDg1t�1g2 � � � t
�r

is the left normal form of h, u� guhG and jujC r D jguhGj, we have that

.guMR \�
�1.T guG//[ .guhMR \�

�1.T guhG//� V ur :

We also observe that
guMR \�

�1.T guG/� @V ur ;

which can also be written as

Mu
R DM

guG
R � @V ur :

We set V Gr D Vr .

Consider the partition

(1) C.G/D ��1.T /D

� [
juj2fnrWn2NC[f0gg

V ur

�
[E

�
NR.N [�.N //

�
:

We set
Z D

� [
juj2fnrWn2NCg[f0g

@V ur

�
[ @E

�
NR.N [�.N //

�
:

Observe that if V ur \ V
v
r ¤ ¿, then either u � v and juj C r D jvj or u � v and

jvjC r D juj. If V ur \V
v
r ¤¿ is such that u� v and jujC r D jvj, then

V ur \V
v
r DM

v
R:

We deduce that

Z D

� [
juj2fnrWn2NCg

Mu
R

�
[MR:

We will show that there exists d > 0 such that .R; d/–dimZ � n� 1. Since MR is
quasi-isometric to NR.N [ �.N //, which is quasi-isometric to N [ �.N /, we have
that asdimMR � n�1. Then for R> 0 there exists an .R; d/–covering U of MR with
ord.U/� n. In view of Proposition 2.6, the covering

V D U [
[

juj2fnrWn2NCg

.guU \Mu
R/

is an .R; d/–covering of Z with ord.V/� n. We conclude that .R; d/–dimZ � n� 1.
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Next, we will show that asdimV ur � n and asdimNR.N [�.N //� n uniformly. This
will complete our proof, since all the conditions of the partition theorem are satisfied.
It suffices to show that asdimV ur � n uniformly and

asdimNR.N [�.N //� n:

We observe that Vr � ��1.BTrCR/ � N1.QrCR/, so by Proposition 2.8 we have
that asdimV ur � n. Since there are at most two isometric classes for the sets V ur
(for u ¤ G) of our partition, we conclude that asdimV ur � n uniformly. Finally,
asdimNR.N [�.N //� n� 1 since NR.N [�.N // is quasi-isometric to N [�.N /.

By the partition theorem (Theorem 2.4), asdimC.G/D asdim��1.T /� n.

We now give a few details about the gap we found in [16]. We use the same notation
as on pages 2276–2279 of [16]. We are not going to redefine all the symbols we
use. We consider the HNN-extension A�C D hSA j RA; ct D tf .c/i with respect
to a monomorphism f . The idea was to construct a partition for ��1.K1/. The
building block of this partition is the set Vr DXC\

�T
jujDr X

u
�

�
, where uD guC are

vertices of K1.

The problem is that the set Vr is empty when the index ŒA WC � is at least 2. One can find
two vertices u and v of K1 (where juj D jvj D r) such that Xv�\X

u
� D¿. To see that,

one must investigate how the dual graph K behaves under translations. For example,
KuDguK1 when gu (where u is a vertex ofK1) has a normal form ending with t , while
Ku D guK0 when gu (where u is a vertex of K1) has a normal form ending with t�1.

2.1 Right-angled Artin groups

We use the following theorem of Bell, Dranishnikov and J Keesling; see [5].

Theorem 2.10 If A and B are finitely generated groups then

asdimA�B DmaxfasdimA; asdimBg:

Let � be a finite simplicial graph with n vertices. The right-angled Artin group (RAAG)
A.�/ associated to the graph � has the presentation

A.�/D hfsu W u 2 V.�/g j fŒsu; sv� W Œu; v� 2E.�/gi:

By Œsu; sv�D susvs�1u s�1v we mean the commutator. We set

Val.�/Dmaxfvalency.u/ W u 2 V.�/g:
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By valency.u/ of a vertex u we denote the number of edges incident to the vertex u.
Clearly Val.�/� rank.A.�//� 1.

If � is a simplicial graph, we denote by 1–skel.�/ the 1–skeleton of � . Recall that a
full subgraph of a graph � is a subgraph formed from a subset of vertices V and from
all of the edges that have both endpoints in the subset V .

Conventions Let � be simplicial graph, u 2 V.�/ and e 2E.�/. We denote by

(i) � n fug the full subgraph of � formed from V.�/ n fug,

(ii) � n e the subgraph of � such that V.� n e/D V.�/ and E.� n e/DE.�/ n feg.

Lemma 2.11 Let � be a finite simplicial graph. Then

asdimA.�/� Val.�/C 1:

Proof By Theorem 2.10, it suffices to prove Lemma 2.11 for connected simplicial
graphs, so assume � is a connected simplicial graph. We use induction on rank.A.�//.
For rank.A.�//D 1 we have that A.�/ is Z, so the statement holds. We assume that
the statement holds for every k � n and we show that it holds for nC1 (for nC1� 2).

Let � be a simplicial graph with nC1 vertices. We remove a vertex u from the graph �
such that valency.u/D Val.�/D m � 1. Let’s denote by vi (for i 2 f1; : : : ; mg) the
vertices of � which are adjacent to u. We set � 0D�nfug. Obviously, Val.� 0/�Val.�/.
We denote by Y the full subgraph of � formed from fv1; : : : ; vmg.

We observe that the RAAG A.�/ is an HNN-extension of the RAAG A.� 0/. To be
more precise, we have that

A.�/D A.� 0/�A.Y / :

By Theorem 2.9 we obtain that

asdimA.�/�maxfasdimA.� 0/; asdimA.Y /C 1g:

We observe that Val.Y /�Val.�/�1, so by the inductive hypothesis (rank.A.Y //� n),

asdimA.Y /� Val.Y /C 1� Val.�/:

Since rankA.� 0/D n, again by the inductive hypothesis, we deduce that

asdimA.� 0/� Val.� 0/C 1� Val.�/C 1:

Combining the three previous inequalities, we obtain

asdimA.�/�maxfVal.�/C 1;Val.�/C 1g D Val.�/C 1:
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Using the previous lemma we can compute the exact asymptotic dimension of A.�/.
We note that this has already been computed by Wright [23] using different methods.

We set

Sim.�/Dmaxfn W � contains the 1–skeleton of the standard .n�1/–simplex �n�1g:

Obviously if � 0 � � , then Sim.� 0/� Sim.�/.

Theorem 2.12 Let � be a finite simplicial graph. Then

asdimA.�/D Sim.�/:

Proof By Theorem 2.10, it suffices to prove Theorem 2.12 for connected simplicial
graphs, so assume � is a connected simplicial graph.

Claim 1 Sim.�/� asdimA.�/.

Proof Let Sim.�/D n. We observe that Zn D A.Sn�1/� A.�/. It follows that

nD asdim Zn � asdimA.�/:

Claim 2 asdimA.�/� Sim.�/.

Proof We use induction on rank.A.�//. For rank.A.�//D 1 we have that A.�/ is Z,
so the statement holds. We assume that the statement holds for every r�m, and we show
that holds for mC1 as well. Let � be a connected simplicial graph with mC1 vertices.

Let Sim.�/D n. Then � contains the 1–skeleton of the standard .n�1/–simplex Sn�1
(where Sn�1 D 1–skel.�n�1//.

Case 1 (� D Sn�1/ Then mC 1D n, so by Lemma 2.11 we have asdimA.Sn�1/�

Val.Sn�1/C 1. By observing that Val.Sn�1/D n� 1, we obtain that

asdimA.Sn�1/� nD Sim.�/:

Case 2 (Sn�1 ¤ �) We will remove a vertex u 2 V.Sn�1/. Let’s denote by vi (for
i 2f1; : : : ; kg) the vertices of � which are adjacent to u. We set � 0D�nfug. Obviously
Sim.� 0/� n. We denote by Y the full subgraph of � formed from fv1; : : : ; vkg.

We observe that the RAAG A.�/ is an HNN-extension of the RAAG A.� 0/. To be
more precise,

A.�/D A.� 0/�A.Y / :

By Theorem 2.9 we obtain that

(2) asdimA.�/�maxfasdimA.� 0/; asdimA.Y /C 1g:
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Since Sim.� 0/� n and rank.� 0/�m, by the inductive assumption

(3) asdimA.� 0/� Sim.� 0/� n:

We observe that Sim.Y /� n� 1 and rank.Y /�m. Then by the inductive hypothesis
we obtain

(4) asdimA.Y /C 1� Sim.Y /C 1� n:

by (2), (3) and (4) we conclude that

asdimA.�/� nD Sim.�/:

3 Asymptotic dimension of one-relator groups

Theorem 3.1 Let G be a finitely generated one-relator group. Then

asdimG � 2:

Proof Let G D hS j ri be a presentation of G where S is finite and r is a cyclically
reduced word in S [S�1. To omit trivial cases, we assume that S contains at least two
elements and jr j>0 (we denote by jr j the length of the relator r in the free group F.S/).

We may assume that every letter of S appears in r . Otherwise our groupG is isomorphic
to a free product H � F of a finitely generated one-relator group H with relator r
and generating set SH � S consisting of all letters which appear in r and a free
group F with generating set the remaining letters of S . We recall that the asymptotic
dimension of any finitely generated nonabelian free group is equal to one. Then
asdimG DmaxfasdimH; asdimF g DmaxfasdimH; 1g; see [2].

We denote by �r.s/ the exponent sum of a letter s 2 S in a word r , and by ocr.s/ the
minimum number of the positions of appearance of the elements of the set

fsk for some 0¤ k 2 Zg

in a cyclically reduced word r . For example, if r D abcab10a�2c�1, then ocr.a/D 3,
ocr.b/D 2, ocr.c/D 2 and �r.c/D 0.

We observe that, if there exists b 2 S such that ocr.b/D 1, then the group G is free
(see [15, Theorem 5.1, page 198]), so asdimG D 1. From now on we assume that, for
every s 2 S , we have that ocr.s/� 2 (so jr j � 4).

The proof is by induction on the length of r . We observe that if jr j D 4 then the
statement of the theorem holds, since by the result of Matsnev [17] we have that
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asdimG � 1
2
bjr jc D 4

2
D 2 (where b�c is the floor function). We assume that the

statement of the theorem holds for all one-relator groups with relator length smaller
than or equal to jr j � 1.

We follow the arguments from the book of Lyndon and Schupp (see [15, Theorem 5.1,
page 198]) and the book of Wise (see [22, Construction 18.5]). We distinguish two cases.

Case 1 (there exists a letter a 2 S such that �r.a/ D 0) We shall exhibit G as an
HNN-extension of a one-relator group G1 whose defining relator has shorter length
than r , over a finitely generated free subgroup F . Let S D faD s1; s2; s3; s4; : : : ; skg.
Set s.j /i D a

j sia
�j for j 2 Z and for k � i � 2. Rewrite r , scanning it from left to

right and changing any occurrence of aj si to s.j /i aj , collecting the powers of adjacent
a–letters together and continuing with the leftmost occurrence of a or its inverse in the
modified word. We denote by r 0 the modified word in terms of s.j /i . We note that by
doing this we make at least one cancellation of a and its inverse. The resulting word r 0,
which represents r in terms of s.j /i and their inverses, has length at most jr j � 2. For
example, if r D as2s3as42a

�2s3 then r 0 D s.1/2 s
.1/
3 .s

.2/
2 /4s

.0/
3 .

Let m and M be the minimal and the maximal superscripts, respectively, of all s.j /i
(for i � 2) occurring in r 0. To be more precise,

mDminfj W s.j /i occurs in r 0g and M Dmaxfj W s.j /i occurs in r 0g:

Continuing our example, mD 0 and M D 2.

Claim 1.1 In Case 1 we have M �m> 0 and m� 0�M .

We may assume, replacing r with a suitable permutation if necessary, that r begins with
ak for some k ¤ 0. Then we can write r D akswantz, where k; n¤ 0, a … fs; tg � S
and both a and a�1 do not appear in the word z (ocz.a/D 0). Then we observe that the
letter s has as superscript k in the word r 0 while t has as superscript 0 in the word r 0.
Since k ¤ 0, we have that M �m> 0. This completes the proof of Claim 1.1.

Claim 1.2 The group G has a presentation

hfa;s
.j /
i W iD2; : : : ;k; j Dm;: : : ;M g jfr

0;as
.j 0/
i a�1.s

.j 0C1/
i /�1 Wj 0Dm;: : : ;M�1gi:

To verify the claim, let H be the group defined by the presentation given above. The
map � WG!H defined by

a 7! a; si 7! s
.0/
i
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is a homomorphism since �.r/D r 0. On the other hand, the map  WH!G defined by

a 7! a; s
.j /
i 7! aj sia

�j

is also a homomorphism since all relators of H are sent to 1G .

It is easy to verify that ı� is the identity map ofG. The homomorphism �ı WH!H

maps a 7! a, s.0/i 7! si 7! s
.0/
i and s.j /i 7! aj sia

�j 7! aj s
.0/
i a�j . Now we show that

s
.j /
i D a

j s
.0/
i a�j . We have

a1s
.0/
i a�1 D s

.1/
i ; a1s

.1/
i a�1 D s

.2/
i ; : : : a1s

.j�1/
i a�1 D s

.j /
i :

Combining these equations s.j /i D a
1s
.j�1/
i a�1 D a2s

.j�2/
i a�2 D � � � D aj s

.0/
i a�j ,

so � ı D idH .

Since � ı and  ı� are the identity maps on H and G, respectively, we deduce that
� is an isomorphism. This completes the proof of Claim 1.2.

We set
G1 D hfs

.j /
i W i D 2; : : : ; k; j Dm; : : : ;M g j r

0
i;

and note that there exists a letter sim 2 S such that s.m/im
appears in r 0 and a letter

siM 2 S such that s.M/
iM

appears in r 0.

Let F and ƒ be the subgroups of G1 generated by

X D fs
.j /
i W i D 2; : : : ; k; j Dm; : : : ;M � 1g

and
Y D fs

.j /
i W i D 2; : : : ; k; j DmC 1; : : : ;M g;

respectively.

Claim 1.3 The groups F and ƒ are free subgroups of G1.

This claim follows by the Freiheitssatz (see [15, Theorem 5.1, page 198]); since X
omits a generator of G1 occurring in r 0 (this is the letter s.M/

iM
) the subgroup F is free.

The same holds for ƒ, since Y omits the letter s.m/im
.

Claim 1.4 We have that G 'G1�F .

In particular, the map s.j /i 7! s
.jC1/
i from X to Y extends to an isomorphism from F

to ƒ. Thus H is exhibited as the HNN-extension of G1 over the finitely generated free
group F using a as a stable letter. Since G 'H (Claim 1.2),

G 'G1�F :
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By the fact that jr 0j < jr j and the inductive assumption we have that asdimG1 � 2.
To conclude, we apply the inequality for HNN-extensions (Theorem 2.9): asdimG �

maxfasdimG1; asdimF C 1g DmaxfasdimG1; 2g D 2.

Case 2 (j�r.s/j � 1 for every letter s 2 S) Let S D faD s1; b D s2; s3; s4; : : : ; skg
and S1D ft; x; si W 3� i � kg. We consider the homomorphism between the free group
F.S/ and the free group F.S1/

(5) � W a 7! t��r .b/x; b 7! t�r .a/; si 7! si for 3� i � k:

We set
� D hS1 j r.t; x; s3; : : : ; sk/i;

where we denote by r.t; x; s3; : : : ; sk/ the modified word in terms of t , x and si for
3� i � k which is obtained from r when we replace a generator s with �.s/. Then �
induces a homomorphism

� WG! �:

The following claim shows that the homomorphism � is actually a monomorphism
into � , so we have an embedding of G into � via �:

Claim 2.1 The homomorphism � WG! � is a monomorphism.

Proof We set S2 D fa; t; si W 3 � i � kg and S1 D fx; t; si W 3 � i � kg. We define
g W F.S/! F.S2/ and f W F.S2/! F.S1/ by

g W a 7! a; b 7! t�r .a/; si 7! si for 3� i � k;
and

f W a 7! t��r .b/x; t 7! t; si 7! si for 3� i � k:

We set r2 D g.r/, G2 D hS2 j r2i and r1 D f ı g.r/ D r.t; x; s3; : : : ; sk/, and we
observe that � D hS1 j r1i. Then g induces a homomorphism Ng W G 7! G2 and f
induces a homomorphism Nf WG2 7! � . Obviously, � D Nf ı Ng.

We can easily see that Nf is an isomorphism. Indeed, the homomorphism  W �!G2

given by
x 7! t�r .b/a; t 7! t; si 7! si for 3� i � k

is the inverse homomorphism of Nf .

It is enough to prove that Ng is a monomorphism. This follows by the fact that the
group G2 is the amalgamated product G �Z hti, where Z D h�i, and  1.�/ D b

and  2.�/D t�r .a/ are the corresponding monomorphisms. We can see that Ng is the
inclusion of G into the amalgamated product, so Ng is injective.
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We denote by r.t; x; s3; : : : ; sk/ the modified word in terms of t , x and si for 3� i � k
which can be obtained from r when we replace a generator s with �.s/ and p with
the cyclically reduced r.t; x; s3; : : : ; sk/. We observe that �p.t/D 0 and that x occurs
in p.

If the letter t occurs in the word p, from Case 1 we have that � is an HNN-extension of
some group H over a free subgroup F , namely � DH�F . As in Case 1, by assuming
that p starts with t or t�1 we introduce new variables s.j /i D t

j si t
�j . Using these

variables, we rewrite p as a word w, eliminating all occurrences of t and its inverse.
Then we observe that jwj � jr j�1. By using the inductive assumption for w we obtain

asdimG � asdim� � 2:

If the letter t does not occur in the word p, we observe that

jpj � jr j � 1:

Then
� D hti �� 0;

where
� 0 D hfx; si W i D 3; : : : ; kg j pi:

Since asdim.G1 �G2/DmaxfasdimG1; asdimG2g holds (see [2]) we have that

asdim� Dmaxf1; asdim� 0g:

Then, by the inductive assumption for p, asdim� 0 � 2. Finally, we conclude that

asdimG � asdim� � 2:

3.1 One-relator groups with asymptotic dimension two

We recall that a nontrivial group H is freely indecomposable if H cannot be expressed
as a free product of two nontrivial groups.

A natural question derived from Theorem 3.1 is which one-relator groups have asymp-
totic dimension two. In this subsection, we will show that the asymptotic dimension of
every finitely generated one-relator group that is not a free group or a free product of a
free group and a finite cyclic group is exactly two.

We will use Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 from [10] and [21], respectively.

Proposition 3.2 Let G be an infinite finitely generated one-relator group with torsion.
If G has more than one end , then G is a free product of a nontrivial free group and a
freely indecomposable one-relator group.
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Proposition 3.3 Let G be a torsion-free infinite finitely generated group. If G is
virtually free , then it is free.

Lemma 3.4 Let G be an infinite finitely generated one-relator group that is not a
free group or a free product of a nontrivial free group and a freely indecomposable
one-relator group. Then G is not virtually free.

Proof If G has torsion, by Proposition 3.2 G has exactly one end, so G cannot be
virtually free. If G is torsion free, by Proposition 3.3 we obtain that G is free and this
is a contradiction by the assumption of the lemma.

We note that every finite one-relator group is cyclic. To see this, it is enough to observe
that every one-relator group with at least two generators has infinite abelianization.

The following proposition is the main result of this subsection:

Proposition 3.5 Let G be a finitely generated one-relator group that is not a free group
or a free product of a free group and a finite cyclic group. Then

asdimG D 2:

Proof By Theorem 3.1, asdimG � 2. If G is finite then it is cyclic. If G is infinite,
1� asdimG. By a theorem of T Gentimis [11], asdimGD 1 if and only ifG is virtually
free. We assume that G is an infinite virtually free group. So, if G is torsion free, then
by Proposition 3.3 we obtain that G is free. If G has torsion, then, by Lemma 3.4,
G is a free product of a nontrivial free group and a freely indecomposable one-relator
group G1. Observe that, if G1 is an infinite noncyclic group, then by the same lemma
G1 is not virtually free, so G is not virtually free either, which is a contradiction. We
conclude that asdimG D 2.

Corollary Let G be a finitely generated freely indecomposable one-relator group
which is not cyclic. Then

asdimG D 2:

Proposition 3.6 [15, Proposition 5.13, page 107] LetGDhx1; : : : ; xn jri be a finitely
generated one-relator group , where r is of minimal length under Aut.F.fx1; : : : ; xng//
and contains exactly the generators x1; : : : ; xk for some k with 0 � k � n. Then
G is isomorphic to the free product G1 �G2, where G1 D hx1; : : : ; xk j ri is freely
indecomposable and G2 is free with basis fxkC1; : : : ; xng.
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The above results combine to give the following corollary, which describes the finitely
generated one-relator groups:

Corollary Let G be a finitely generated one-relator group. Then one of the following
is true:

(i) G is finite cyclic , and asdimG D 0.

(ii) G is a nontrivial free group or a free product of a nontrivial free group and a
finite cyclic group , and asdimG D 1.

(iii) G is an infinite freely indecomposable not cyclic group or a free product of a
nontrivial free group and an infinite freely indecomposable noncyclic group , and
asdimG D 2.

We can further describe the boundaries of hyperbolic one-relator groups. We recall the
following result of Buyalo and Lebedeva (see [7]) for hyperbolic groups:

asdimG D dim @1GC 1:

Let G be an infinite finitely generated hyperbolic one-relator group that is not virtually
free. By Gentimis [11] we obtain that asdimG ¤ 1, so asdimG D 2. Using the
previous equality we obtain that G has one-dimensional boundary. Applying a theorem
of Kapovich and Kleiner (see [13]) we can describe the boundaries of hyperbolic
one-relator groups:

Proposition 3.7 Let G be a hyperbolic one-relator group. Then asdimG D 0; 1or 2.

(i) If asdimG D 0, then G is finite.

(ii) If asdimG D 1, then G is virtually free and the boundary is a Cantor set.

(iii) If asdimG D 2, providing that G does not split over a virtually cyclic subgroup ,
then one of the following holds:

(a) @1G is a Menger curve.

(b) @1G is a Sierpinski carpet.

(c) @1G is homeomorphic to S1.

4 Graphs of groups

We will prove a general theorem for the asymptotic dimension of fundamental groups
of finite graphs of groups.
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Theorem 4.1 Let .G; Y / be a finite graph of groups with vertex groups fGv W v 2 Y 0g
and edge groups fGe W e 2 Y 1Cg. Then

asdim�1.G; Y;T /� max
v2Y 0;e2Y 1

C

fasdimGv; asdimGeC 1g:

Proof We use induction on the number #E.Y / of edges of the graph Y . For #E.Y /D1
we distinguish two cases. The first case is when the fundamental group �1.G; Y;T / is
an amalgamated product. Here the theorem follows by the inequality of Dranishnikov
(see [9])

asdimA�C B �maxfasdimA; asdimB; asdimC C 1g:

The second case is when the fundamental group �1.G; Y;T / is an HNN-extension.
Here the theorem follows by Theorem 2.9.

We assume that the theorem holds for E.Y / � m. Let .G; Y / be a finite graph of
groups with #E.Y /DmC 1. We denote by T a maximal tree of Y .

We distinguish two cases:

Case 1 (Y D T ) We remove a terminal edge e0 D Œv; u� from the graph Y so that
the full subgraph of Y , denoted by � and formed from the vertices V.Y / n fug, is
connected. We observe that � is also a tree, which we denote by T 0.

Then �1.G; Y;T / D �1.G; �;T 0/ �Ge0 Gu, so by the inequality for amalgamated
products of Dranishnikov (see [9]),

asdim�1.G; Y;T /�maxfasdim�1.G; �;T
0/; asdimGu; asdimGe0 C 1g:

Since #E.�/Dm, by the inductive assumption we obtain that

asdim�1.G; �;T
0/� max

v2Y 0nfug;e2Y 1
C
nfe0g

fasdimGv; asdimGeC 1g;

so
asdim�1.G; Y;T /� max

v2Y 0;e2Y 1
C

fasdimGv; asdimGeC 1g:

Case 2 (T ¤ Y ) We remove from Y an edge e0 D Œv; u� which doesn’t belong
to T . Since the tree T is a maximal tree of Y and e0 62E.T /, we have that the graph
� D Y n e0 is connected and T � � . Then �1.G; Y;T /D �1.G; �;T /�Ge0 , so by the
inequality for HNN-extensions (Theorem 2.9) we have

asdim�1.G; Y;T /�maxfasdim�1.G; �;T /; asdimGe0 C 1g:

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 23 (2023)
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Since #E.�/Dm, by the inductive assumption

asdim�1.G; �;T /� max
v2Y 0;e2Y 1

C
nfe0g

fasdimGv; asdimGeC 1g;

so
asdim�1.G; Y;T /� max

v2Y 0;e2Y 1
C

fasdimGv; asdimGeC 1g:

We obtain as a corollary the following:

Proposition 4.2 Let .G;Y / be a finite graph of groups with vertex groups fGv Wv2Y 0g
and edge groups fGe W e 2 Y 1Cg. We assume that

max
e2Y 1

C

fasdimGeg< max
v2Y 0
fasdimGvg D n:

Then asdim�1.G; Y;T /D n.

As a corollary of Proposition 4.2, the asymptotic dimension of a graph of one-ended
hyperbolic groups with n–dimensional boundary with free edge groups is nC 1.
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